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Throw Them a Life Raft:
Secrets of a Smooth On-Boarding Process and What Every new Associate Should Know
By Emily B. Gelmann, Esquire
It happens every year, often around August or September.

know these standards and follow them accordingly.

Sometimes it happens more than once a year. Yes, I am talking

b. Build trust and credibility. As a law firm we are only

about... new hires. And I'm writing this Article with some

as good as our reputation, work product, and client satisfac-

experience in the matter, as I became the newest associate at

'tion. We achieve these goals by adhering to our commitments,

my firm a mere seven months ago.

honoring our promises, and working openly and honestly with

I'm betting that most people reading this article were new

responding timely to any and all correspondence and inquiries,

everyone from clients to opposing counsef. Meeting deadlines,
associates at some point in their legal careers; but, be honest,

and having patience all help our reputation and the firm's pro-

most of you don't remember the finer details of that harrow-

file.

ing experience, do you? And those of you in the same boat
as 1 am - us newbies — are probably just looking for some

C. Respect for the Individual. Everyone should feel s/he
is treated with dignity and respect. Your colleagues and staff

tips for success. So, here's an article geared to both sides of

are also people with their own lives, families, friends, and con-

the fence, so-to-speak. The first Section is addressed to Part-

cerns. Please remember that everyone in this office is a mem-

ners from the humble perspective of the new associate; Sec-

ber of our law firm's family and deserving of your respect and

tion II is directed toward my fellow audience of recently or

gratitude.

soon-to-be-hired associates (I'm right there with you, guys'.}.

d. Health and Safety First. We all deserve to work in an

Below, I provide you all with secrets and tips for a smooth

environment that promotes and protects the health and safety

on-boarding process.

of each and every employee. Always ensure that your actions
are not endangering others or putting them at risk.

I.

How to Make Your Law Firm New-Associate-Ready

e. Personal Responsibility. Our law firm runs as one
unit. The work of one cannot be done without the work ofoth-

Hiring a new associate is great for a law firm: it signais growth

ers. Each employee is expected to complete his or her work to

in the company, injects new blood into the work environment,

'the highest standard and to do so on time. If you fail to take re-

and, hopefully, lightens everyone's work load just a bit. How-

sponsibility for your work and mistakes, you will hinder some-

ever, those initial months ~ sometimes even the whole first year

one else''sjob and performance as well.

- require a bit of trial and error, and can even try everyone's

f. Attire. Always wear business formal attire to the of-

patience. While large firms often have on-boarding procedures

fice (thss is especially hnporianl if your associates can be sent

as structured as college orientation, smaller Domestic R-ela-

to court wi/hjusi a few hours notice). Always wear a suit to

tions Firms (and boutique practices) often don't take on new

court.

hires with enough regularity to warrant such rigidity. Fotlow-

g. Additionally, if your finn has set hours during which

ing these tips will cut down on transition time.

lawyers must be available and in the office, or certain ways
attorneys should answer their phones, those specifics can be

1. Codify your Standards of Conduct

included in the Standards of Conduct as well.

Lawyers are all professionals. Accordingly, it seems intuitive
that a simple expectation that we all act "professionally" is suf-

Communicate the Firm Culture

ficient. However, "professional" is a term of art that means dif-

Each law firm has its own personality - its own unspoken but

ferent things to different people, and certainly to different law

accepted beliefs and behaviors that determine how staff inter-

firms. So before merely telling a new associate you expect him

act and how they handle outside business transactions. As law

or her to act "professionally" think about, and perhaps codify,

firms' cultures range from the informal and personal to the rig-

what that term means at your firm. More importantiy, your

idly professional, any time new associates have spent at prior

Standards of Conduct should also reflect what your firm stands

firms or positions may not help them integrate in to your firm.

for and the public image you want to present.

•Pinpointing a firm's culture is often difficult, especially when
you so easily exist in that environment every day. Moreover,

Here are a few examples that may apply; while they may seem

it can feel like gossip to talk about how to act at the office.

like common sense, we lawyers know it is always better to

Thus, consider appointing a mentor or ambassador at your

have something in writing:

firm for your new associate. A slightly more experienced associate is often well positioned for such a role. Creating this

a. Adhere to the Maryland Rules of Professional Con-

type of relationship for your new associate allows them to

duct. A formal code of conduct governs the actions of all attomeys in the State of Maryland. It is incumbent upon you to
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feel like they have someone to go to with questions from the

3. Explain the Specifics

mundane to the embarrassing.

a. The Basics
Sometimes we forget to relay the most basic information to a

However you decide to communicate your firm's culture, be

new hire simply because it is second nature to the veterans.A

sure to include some of the following:

new associate doesn't know anything about how the firm runs,

a. Office hours. When are the lawyers typically in the

and I mean even on a mechanical level.

office? Formal office hours rarely convey the actual ebb and
flow of a work day. At some offices, the lawyers arrive by 8am

I work in both of my firm's oflfices, one in Rockville and one

and stay until at least 6:30pm; at others, attorneys tend to arrive

in Greenbelt, and I switch between them on an almost daily

at 9:30am, leave at 5pm and work at home in the evening. Be

basis. One day, confident I would be in Greenbelt two days in

sure to let your new associate know the rhythm of the office.

a row, I left my laptop in my Greenbelt office; lo and behold

b. Telecommuting. How does the firm view working

at 9pm that evening my schedule was switched and I needed

from home? Can your new associate telecommute to wait for

to be in Rockville the next day! With all the panic of a new

the Comcast repainnan or would that be an anomaly?

associate caught without her laptop, I hurried to the Greenbelt

C. Vacation. Regardless of whether or not you offer 10

office at 10pm and, having the key, walked right into the front

days of vacation or limitless vacation, each firm views vaca-

door. All of a sudden sirens exploded around me - the office

tion time differently. Is taking vacation encouraged? Is it more'

had an alarm! Like any new associate caught breaking in to her

common to take a few days off at a time or to go on a two
week trip? What would be the general reaction if a new associ-

own office, I panicked, grabbed my laptop, THEN realized my
keycard didn't just get me into the building, it also shut off the

ate took off a Friday in the first few months of work? Without

alarm. Of course, after this realization came the 10:30pm call

understanding this part of the firm culture, an associate may be

to the managing partner to explain that it wasn't a burglar... it

afraid to take vacation or fail to meet an expectation of being

was just me.

present in the office by taking a vacation.
d. Attire. Often addressed in Standards of Conduct, ap-

I'll divulge one more humiliating "newbie" story just for H-

propriate attire is important to help a new associate feel com-

iustrative purposes. My firm's R.ockville office has a parking

fortable. The gap between suits and "business casual" can feel

garage where I park. A few weeks into my new job, I was

enormous. Make sure your new associate knows appropriate

working late in the office. I retrieved my car, only to find

everyday dress.

the exit to the garage gated shut! Imagining myself spending

e. Personal lives. Some firms are like family. Oth-

the night curled up in the back ofiny car, I tamped down my

ers are a formal business. Do you expect or encourage

pride and called a partner's assistant at 8pm. As it turns out,

your associates to decorate their office? Are spouses in-

to exit the garage after 7pm. you have to drive up to the roof;

vited to the firm holiday party? Knowing this type of at-

again, had I known this I would have been spared the panic

titude ahead of time will allow a new associate to set-

and the need to bother the assistant (who was wonderfully

tie into their office while maintaining the firm culture.

kind and understanding!).

2. Spell Out Everyone's Role
You know what you do. You know what your paralegal does.

The mechanics you need to tell all new hires include things
like: building hours and building security, parking schedules

You know what your assistant does. Your new associate has no

and fees, wifi passwords and networks, how to save documents

idea what any of these people do. While it may seem intuitive,

(is there a shared drive? Should all documents be titled a certain

people occupy various roles within the same Job title at differ-

way?), where to find extra supplies, how to work the phones,

ent firms.

and who to call when their brand new laptop blue screens. Organizing all this information into one memo simplifies every-

Explain to your new associate within the first week who does

thing, but just relaying this information is the real necessity. It

the billing, who handles which parts of discovery, who they can

will help your new associate settle in faster, and will save you

ask for extra supplies, what administrative tasks they should

from that 10:30pm phone call.

delegate (i.e. formalizing a draft letter on letterhead and addressing the envelope), and who manages client files.

b. Exampfes Database

Making sure you explain this as clearly as possible early on

majority of what we do happens on paper. And while you can

will ensure your new associate is not billing a client at $200,

draft a motion or a client letter in your sleep, the mere thought

Documents are the bread and butter of being a lawyer. The

hour to photocopy or print envelopes. Unless your associates
do that. In which case, they need to know that as well!

(continued on page 14)
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of turning a blank word document into a Motion for Summary

While it may seem onerous, I believe formal three, six, and

Judgment may send a new associate into a downward spiral

nine month reviews, and a one-year review is the best practice

of fear.

for a new associate. You put a lot of time and money into a
new associate, and we all need the training. By putting aside

Moreover, you are picky. It's ok, all lawyers are. We love the
specific way we each do things - the asterisks instead of colons
for a case caption, using Cambria instead of Times New R-o-

the time in Year One to give feedback and address issues, your

associate's productivity and value is likely to be exponentially
, higher in Year Two.

man font, or always signing a letter "very truly yours" rather
than "smcerely" - but these preferences are often firm, or even
person, specific.

The three month review gives both sides a chance to check
in and see how the new associate is settling in; any questions
or concerns that have arisen can be addressed, and any notes

The best way keep new associates out of that downward spi-

about work product can be easily corrected at this very early

ra! of fear, or prevent them from thinking they ruined their ca-

stage of employment.

reers because they wrote "martial property" instead of'mari-

tal property" (hard to see the typo isn't it?) is to give them

The six month review gives you a chance for more sub-

examples. Does your firm have a tempi at e/exam pie database?

stantive feedback. Your new associate has completed a few

If so, make sure your associate knows how to access and nav-

significant projects by now, and has perhaps gained some

igate it from day one. If not, try and point a new associate to a

experience in court. At six months is your best chance to nip

sample from a previous case when giving them a new assign-

in the bud any pesky bad habits, This review will also set

ment. Your associate will have the necessary guideposts, and

up expectations and goals for the remainder of the first year.

you are more likely to receive a finished product for review

For example, do you want your new associate to try a solo

that meets your expectations.

case by the end of the year? Handle a case from beginning
to end? Publish an article?

4. Set Expectations Early
New associates aim to please. We are thrilled to be learning

The nine month review is a quick check-in. Assuming any

how to apply the knowledge we teamed in law school to the

, work product issues have been resolved at this point, after nine

actual practice of law. But in order to make you, our new em-

months at your firm this meeting gives you a chance to check

player, happy, we have to know what you want.

on your associate's work load, see if there is a specific type of
case they want to work on but have not yet had the chance, and

In part, you set expectations early by communicating your

give some substantive feedback.

firm's Standards of Conduct and company culture. And, of
course, you want to tell your associates what big picture goals

The one year review is fairly standard at most firms and gives

they must meet such as billable hour requirements. But this tip

you and your now not-so-new-associate a chance to discuss an

is more project specific.

increase in responsibility, compensation, and to strategize his/
her role in the firm for the future.

When you give a new associate an assignment, be sure to

articulate what it is you want to see in the finished prod-

II. Going from Clueless to Confucius - What Every

uct. When you ask for research on a specific question, do

New Associate Should Know

you want the answer in an email, an informal memorandum,

You got a job! Better yet, you got ajob in a Family Law firm-

or drafted as a bench memo? Does "review this discovery"

which is a notoriously difficult area of the law to break into

mean find the deficiencies or prepare a 9-207? Clearly set-

without prior experience. Now you need to become a valuable

ting expectations also reduces the chance your associate

asset to your firm and leam everything there possibly is to

will have to attempt the same assignment again, and again,

know about Maryland family law. Ready? Go!

and again.
. Sometimes, that is the way it feels. Some days there is a stack
5. Hold Formal Reviews

of papers on your desk so high, or a to-do list so long, it has its

Hand-in-hand with setting those expectations early and often

own zip code. You aren't the first new associate in the world.

is the review process. Whether your new associate is doing an

You probably aren't even the first new associate at your firm.

amazing job or is not meeting your expectations, let him or her

And you.will.be.fine. But, here are a few things I have found

know! Without specific feedback, your associate might have

immensely helpful in making my life, and my bosses lives, a

the wrong impression about the quality of his/her work. Praise

whole lot easier.

keeps associates upbeat in the early times of doubt, and helpful
critiques improve work.
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1. Ask Questions

eration. You will likely have a case against or with any attorney

Sounds obvious, I know. But when you walk into a partner's

you meet at a bar event, whether it be a Maryland State Bar As-

office and they orally give you an assignment, or you get an

sociation Event or an event organized by your county's bar as-

email that is more your boss's train of thought than a sentence

sociation. Working with opposing counsel is a lot easier when

with any grammar or structure, it is easy to just jump right on

you already know them and like them.

the assignment because it is "important."
The various bar association section meetings are filled with
Take a breath. Take a minute. Repeat the assignment to your

people you should know and information you want. By attend-

boss or email back a clarification. Ask any questions you

ing these meetings you will be aware of pressing issues in your

might have. Did your boss give you a due date? What about

field, you will know important people in your practice, and you

the final form of the assignment (see "Set Expectations"

just became that much more valuable to your firm.

above)? Do you know the file's location? If you can clarify
all of this when you get the assignment, you will be able to

5. Know What you Want to Do

-finish it much more quickly.

I know, you want to be a lawyer. More specifically, a family
law attorney. But there is a whole world of niche practices

However, if you forget to ask something at the beginning but

within that already somewhat specific classification. You can

have a question later, go back anyway and ask your question.

be a litigator, or a collaborative practitioner. You could decide

I promise you, no matter how busy your boss is, s/he will be

to focus your practice on military divorces, or QDROs, or chil-

glad you took the time to clarify the issue before handing in an

dren with special needs. While it is unlikely any one of those

incorrect finished product.

specialties would ever comprise your entire practice, without

setting an intention it is possible you will never have one of
2. Get an Example

those niche cases.

No idea what a Motion for Independent Mental Health Evalu-

ation of a Minor Child looks like? Me either. So I asked for an

You should also know what you want to do in a short-term

example, and the partner had a good example for me to use.

sense. Think about your first year as an associate; what do you

If your firm doesn't have a sample of whatever the assignment-

want to accomplish? 1 knew 1 wanted to do three things in my

is, e-mail a colleague/law school friend/friendly new associate

first year as an associate: see a case through from intake to

from another firm to see if they have one. No one wants you to

Judgment of Absolute Divorce, go to court solo, and negotiate

reinvent the wheel - they just want their motion.

a settlement. By communicating these objectives to my bosses,
they are helping me to ensure that 1 am able to accomplish these

3. Go to Every Relevant CLE Your Firm Will
Pay For

goals, and I have already completed numbers one and two.

CLEs are law school for the actual legal practitioner. This

As for number three: just this week I told a partner that I would
like to stay involved in a case that is extremely likely to settle.

is where you will learn what actually needs to be done to
represent clients in all kinds of cases. They cover everything

I have seen cases resolved via trial and mediation, but I have

from "basic family law" to the most recent developments like

never been involved in attorney-attorney negotiations that set-

the passage of Question 6 in Maryland and how it will affect

tied a case. After considering my request in conjunction with

your practice.

my extensive work on the case, the partner suggested I take
point on the negotiations with her supervision. Great boss, and

You know those examples we were just talking about? They give

goals accomplished!

them away like candy on Halloween at CLEs. More importantly,

the CLEs are taught by incredibly smart people with myriad ex-

More importantly, when you know what you want to do, it helps

perience who will answer your questions and not report back to

your firm shape their expectations and goals for you. Had I not

your boss on whether or not you asked stupid questions.

communicated to the partner my desire to see a case settle via
straight attorney-negotiation, the opportunity to settle it myself

Various CLEs are held each month on a variety of topics and

was unlikely to present itself.

the classes are filled with useful, actual practice related tips.
Just fi'om attending CLEs I have amassed my own collection

This is your career. Possibly the only one you will ever have

of examples for everything from a Pre-Trial Statement to a Me-

(although both the founders of Cake Love and Honest Tea

diation Agreement.

stand as symbols that there is life after law). Approach it with
intention and those around you will support you. Remember,

4. Go to Bar Events and Section Meetings
Family law is a small community, and we are the newest gen-
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